
China History	
•  While China’s earliest history is made up of legends and has 

no contemporary written record, archaeology confirms that 
societies have been living in China since at least 6000 years 
ago.  	
–  Around 3000 years ago the last Shang sovereign was defeated by 

the forces of Zhou, they went on to rule an increasingly large 
territory, reaching from Beijing in the north, to the Yangzi river 
valley in the South. 

–  As the land lords began to fight among themselves, it became a 
time of strife, prompting reflection and philosophizing by one 
Master Kong…better known in the west as  

–  Confucius.	



Chinese Religion	

•  Chinese religion has been influenced by three 
steams of thought, Taoism, Confucianism and 
Buddhism.  

•  All three have been entwined in popular Chinese 
religion along with ancient animist beliefs.  

•  The Chinese worship the founders of Taoism, 
Confucianism and Buddhism as they would their 
own ancestors and a pantheon of gods and spirits. 

	
	



Genghis Khan	
In the 1200s, Genghis Khan, 
became the supreme ruler of 
the Mongols. 	
	
They were despised by the 
Chinese for their ignorance 
and poverty. 	
	
However in 1211 Genghis 
Khan penetrated the great 
Wall and eventually took 
Beijing. 	
	
Under his descendants, a 
Great Mongol empire was 
formed, stretching from the 
Ukraine and Persia to Korea 
and Vietnam.	

Kublai Khan, grandson of Genghis, now reigned 
over China. He incorporated foreigners into this 
now ethnically complex empire and opened land 
routes. European missionaries and traders (Marco 
Polo) traveled across the Eurasian continent. 	



Genghis Khan	



Opium Wars	
Up to the 18th century, China 
had a liberal attitude toward 
foreigners in China but that 
changed with the Opium 
Wars.	
	
Opium had long been a 
popular drug in China but 
had been outlawed. 	
	
The Portuguese discovered 
there was a profit to be made 
through opium and began 
trading between India and 
China. The British soon 
joined in 1839 .  

A war between Britain and China raged 
finally ending with a treaty that ceded 
Hong Kong to the British for indemnities 
but trade resumed.	



19th Century	

In the late 1890s China was in danger of being cut up by the various foreign 
Western powers who were interested as well as Japan. 	
	
Between 1916 and 1927 the government in Beijing lost power over the far reaching 
provinces and China was effectively fragmented into semi-autonomous regions 
governed by warlords. 	



20th Century	

By the 1920, two groups were vying for power in China, The Nationalist Party and 
the Chinese Communist Party. While each had different ideas for modernizing 
China it was the military dictatorship headed by Chang Kaishek who ground the 
growing influence of Communism to a halt through brutal tactics and several losses.	



After WW 11	

Following Japan’s defeat and the end of WWII, the USA attempted to negotiate a 
settlement between the Chinese Communist Party and the Nationalist Party. 	
	
Civil war broke in 1946 and in 1949 Mao Zedong, proclaimed the People’s 
Republic of China (while the soviet union helped facilitate social control)	
.	



After WW 11	

Chiang Kaishek fled to the island of Formosa (Taiwan), taking with him the entire 
gold reserves of the country, and what was left of his air force and navy. President 
Truman ordered a protective US naval blockade to prevent China from attacking 
Taiwan.	



The Cultural Revolution	

The People’s Republic of China—began as a bankrupt nation…the economy was 
in chaos…the infrastructure of railroads and roads was in disrepair, livestock and 
animal populations were dwindling, agricultural output plummeted. 

The Chinese used the 1950s to embark on a massive plan to reform the country… 



The Cultural Revolution	

 
Land was confiscated from landlords and redistributed to the peasants. Using 
Soviet models, people were organized into work units, intellectuals who stayed 
in China were reassigned to work units. 
 Artists, writers and film-makers were subject to strict controls based on Mao’s 
writings. Up to 300,000 intellectuals were reassigned to labor work camps for 
thought reform and some stayed for 20 years. 



In order to regain the limelight, Mao set about cultivating a personality cult. In the 
1960s a collection of Mao’s selected thoughts were compiled into the ‘little red 
book’. This was to become one of the symbols of the era. 
 

 



 
All opposition to Mao was suppressed. The Red Guards began parading in Tiananmen 
Square and they began rampaging the country.  
Schools were shut down; intellectuals, writers and artists were dismissed, killed, persecuted 
or sent to labor camps; scientific, artistic, literary and cultural publications ceased; and 
temples were ransacked and monasteries disbanded. Physical reminders of China’s past…
monuments to musical instruments were destroyed. A general ‘anti-capitalist’ sentiment 
pervaded Mao’s philosophy. 

 



By the early 1990s Mao was gone and so were his direct predecessors. The final two 
decades of the 20th century saw a reversal of Cultural Revolutionary ideas. 
 
In an attempt to undo the damage done by the Revolution, Deng Xiaoping, unveiled the 
‘Four Modernizations’ and increased contact with the West. 
 
  



 
The era paved the 
way for China today 
but not without 
glaring social and 
political 
contradictions. 
 
The main one being 
the suppression of the 
peaceful 
demonstration in 
Tiananmen Square 
1989 to press 
demands for political 
reform.  
 
Hundreds were killed 
as the army cleared 
the streets. 
 
 



Hu Jintao became president in 2003—Hopes that Hu was a reformer were suffocated 
when as president he committed himself to unbending controls over political opposition 
and tightening of the management of information.�
�
In his attempt to rid society of ‘liberal elements’, policing the internet was rigorously 
enforced and publications were shut down.�
�
Nicknamed the ‘Great Firewall of China’, Beijing installed a highly effective system for 
filtering the Internet, with around 10% of websites blocked. �
The official line is that the state remains opposed to the ‘spreading of news with content 
that is against nationals security and public interest’. 	



�
Modern China has few intellectuals or true ideologues, and the Communist Party has 
increasingly depended on nationalism to shore up its identity.�
�
 Religion was banned during the Cultural Revolution but now a growing interest in 
Christianity has rushed to fill the spiritual vacuum.	


